To: Seven County Coalition Executive Director, Mike McKee  
From: Jones and DeMille Engineering, Brian Barton  
Date: August 26, 2017  

Below is an executive summary of the work Jones and DeMille Engineering has completed over the past month:

1. Petroleum Pipeline
   * The BLM responded with a detailed list of comments for the project plan
   * Held a meeting with BLM leadership from Vernal and Price to review comments and discuss a plan forward.
   * We continue to hold brief weekly coordination meetings with Gary Holt, Marc Eckels, Kent Rust, and Harris Group.

2. Sevier County Planning
   * We met with the county to discuss the data that we have received so far and look into additional data sources and the rail concept.
   * Work has been progressing on the GIS database for the county. With approximately 65% of the data being gathered and processed.
   * We have been having coordination meetings regarding this project and working to develop a goal for finalizing our efforts.
   * Additional information regarding the Sevier County Rail feasibility is being developed and we will continue to coordinate with the county regarding this project and if it could be a viable project for the Coalition.
   * We have also discussed additional projects throughout the county that could be feasible for the Coalition such as the Mega Site Concept and Potash Mining. These projects are preliminary and further analysis is planned.
3. Hunter Power Plant gas line (Category 8)
   * Ongoing coordination with Rocky Mountain Power and Dominion regarding the need and scope of the project
   * Compiling conceptual feasibility review to evaluate next steps for the Coalition
   * Scope clarification meeting has been scheduled for September 21 in SLC

4. Ongoing General Engineering and Planning Services (Category 8)
   * Website updates and other project updates for the Coalition.
   * We met with the Coalition and economic development personnel for individual counties to discuss county needs and legislation pursuits that would aid them.
   * Refining the project ranking matrix to provide more quantifiable information to aid the Coalition in which projects to pursue.
     i. We have discussed the potential for this to be an interactive feature that would be web based on the Coalition website.
   * We have received a few additional project concept ideas that may be a benefit to the Coalition and are working to analyze them through the ranking matrix for the Coalition.
   * Attendance at the special board meeting to discuss economic development
   * Preparation for the workshop presentation in the October board meeting

We appreciate the opportunity to serve the Coalition and look forward to Board meeting on Friday!